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ABSTRACT
In Summer 2023, we developed and integrated a suite of AI-based software tools into CS50 at Harvard University. These tools were initially available to approximately 70 summer students, then to thousands of students online, and finally to several hundred on campus during Fall 2023. Per the course’s own policy, we encouraged students to use these course-specific tools and limited the use of commercial AI software such as ChatGPT, GitHub Copilot, and the new Bing. Our goal was to approximate a 1:1 teacher-to-student ratio through software, thereby equipping students with a pedagogically-minded subject-matter expert by their side at all times, designed to guide students toward solutions rather than offer them outright. The tools were received positively by students, who noted that they felt like they had “a personal tutor.” Our findings suggest that integrating AI thoughtfully into educational settings enhances the learning experience by providing continuous, customized support and enabling human educators to address more complex pedagogical issues. In this paper, we detail how AI tools have augmented teaching and learning in CS50, specifically in explaining code snippets, improving code style, and accurately responding to curricular and administrative queries on the course’s discussion forum. Additionally, we present our methodological approach, implementation details, and guidance for those considering using these tools or AI generally in education.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → CS1; • Applied computing → Computer-assisted instruction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Amid collective enthusiasm for generative artificial intelligence (AI) built atop large language models (LLMs), there is apprehension about AI’s ability to disrupt education. Students can now complete assignments or write essays entirely with AI, undermining the fundamental goals of teaching and learning. As such, a common response to this development among educators has been to forbid the use of AI outright.

We offer an alternative approach, having chosen instead to directly incorporate generative AI into CS50, Harvard University’s introductory course in computer science for majors and non-majors alike. We embraced generative AI and harnessed its capabilities within the classroom, while also implementing guardrails to uphold academic integrity and promote meaningful learning. Because CS50 boasts a large on-campus student body and a global online presence via OpenCourseWare, the course is well-suited for evaluating the effectiveness of different pedagogical approaches towards AI.

In Summer 2023 and Fall 2023, we actively tested an AI-powered chatbot, implemented as a virtual rubber duck (a la rubber-duck debugging), developed specifically for CS50. We initially deployed this CS50 Duck (aka CS50.ai) first to approximately 70 summer students, then to thousands of students online, and finally to approximately 500 on-campus students. This paper chronicles our development of CS50.ai, detailing the challenges faced, solutions proposed, and results achieved, all toward realizing a long-held aspiration of ours: a 1:1 teacher-to-student ratio.

2 MOTIVATION
Teaching CS50 with AI was an attempt to confront the apprehension of AI in education. Critics have described tools like ChatGPT as a “plague upon education” [12], given their potential to facilitate academic dishonesty by allowing students to present AI-generated work as their own. As educators concerned with issues of academic dishonesty ourselves [7], we recognized the complications that
3.1 Explaining Highlighted Code

We first created an “Explain Highlighted Code” (EHC) VS Code extension to emulate behavior by human instructors, providing students with immediate explanations in plain English for code snippets. (Students need only highlight one or more lines of code to have it explained.) This tool complements CS50’s existing correctness-testing tool, check50, offering instant clarifications on the semantic aspects of code. Now that instant code clarification is always available to students, in-person office hours are ideally made even more productive, given students’ heightened ability to deal more exclusively with higher-level design issues instead of lower-level clarification questions.

3.2 Improving Code Style

We also re-implemented style50 – the course’s command-line tool for checking the style of one’s code – as a VS Code extension with a graphical user interface. This new version displays side-by-side the differences between a student’s code and a better-formatted version based on CS50’s style guide. The extension also provides an “Explain Changes” button that, when clicked, provides students with natural-language explanations of style50’s suggestions at the click of a button. These features have transformed style50 into an interactive learning tool that provides guidance akin to that of a human instructor, enabling students to more clearly understand and apply syntactic improvements to their code.

3.3 CS50 Duck

All of our AI tools are powered by the same CS50.ai backend, ensuring consistency with our approach to using AI. To give students relatively unfettered access to the AI model, similar to a ChatGPT-like conversational format, we host a standalone website for the CS50 Duck. This allows students to interact directly with GPT-4 in a controlled manner, as illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The main page of CS50.ai, where students can chat with the CS50 Duck, an interactive "duck debugger" (ddb).](image)

The CS50 Duck is available both via the CS50.ai website and a separate VS Code extension, per Figure 2; both forms provide an identical AI assistant to students. The CS50 Duck leverages the contextual understanding of GPT-4 to provide a truly interactive teaching and learning experience, all while adhering to CS50-specific pedagogical guidelines.
3.4 CS50 Duck on Ed

We have long used Ed [2], a third-party platform, as the course’s online discussion forum for asynchronous help. Ed allows students to ask questions and receive guidance from the course staff and fellow students, streamlining threaded discussions, minimizing question duplication, and facilitating peer collaboration.

To further improve Ed’s functionality, we integrated the CS50 Duck into the platform by utilizing its HTTP request feature. As shown in Figure 3, the CS50 Duck participates in threads and answers questions as needed. By creating a dedicated API endpoint in our CS50.ai application for the CS50 Duck on Ed, we can control responses generated by GPT-4 and ensure that the CS50 Duck’s behavior aligns with the course’s curriculum and teaching philosophy, rather than simply giving outright answers to students’ inquiries.

4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

As shown in Figure 4, we implemented CS50.ai as the backend for all of our AI tools to manage communications between each user and GPT-4. (Specifically, we use the version of GPT-4 that is hosted on Microsoft Azure [8].) Student queries are first relayed to CS50.ai, where any personally identifiable information (PII) is removed. Then, the queries are further processed into structured queries, known as “prompts.” These prompts are constructed with course-specific rules and guidelines—in addition to the original student queries—in order to guide GPT-4 towards generating context-aware responses with high accuracy.

For student queries coming from the Ed discussion platform, CS50.ai uses a technique called “retrieval-augmented generation” (RAG) when generating responses. RAG enhances the accuracy and reliability of generative LLM models with facts fetched from external sources, reducing “hallucinations” where models make up false information. Factual information is added to our prompts to ground GPT-4 in generating responses that are (more likely) accurate and contextually relevant.

The resulting architecture is a streamlined system where CS50.ai and GPT-4 work together to quickly deliver correct and helpful answers to students.

4.1 Prompts

During interactions with LLM models like GPT-4, prompts control the conversation. Requests made from CS50.ai to GPT-4 always include a system prompt, which sets the course-specific rules and guidelines, and a user prompt, which includes the actual student query that GPT-4 answers.

One can use different prompts to create various “agents” in solving task-specific problems. For example, we start each CS50.ai interaction with a custom system prompt that tells the model to act as a teaching assistant for CS50. Then, we send user prompts that incorporate actual student queries within a set of fixed instructions. After many iterations, we have created multiple configuration files (in YAML format) with different system prompts and user prompt templates for various use cases, such as fielding CS-related questions, explaining code snippets, and offering feedback on code style.
4.2 Chat Completion
LLMs can take a series of prompts as input and return AI-generated messages as output. CS50.ai uses OpenAI’s Chat Completion API, which is an endpoint that processes an array of prompts – each with a defined role (“system,” “user,” or “assistant”) – to mimic a conversation.

A conversation starts with a system prompt that sets the desired context and behavior for the assistant to follow. Subsequent user prompts contain the actual queries or statements for the LLM to respond to.

Once we construct the system and user prompts, we send them as input to the Chat Completion API for processing. To simulate conversational flow, we append the output message to an array that also stores user queries. This entire message history is then resent to GPT-4, providing context for the next AI-generated response. The cycle continually repeats as the conversation unfolds.

4.3 Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG)
LLMs can sometimes “hallucinate” and generate plausible-sounding yet incorrect (or even outright nonsensical) responses [3]. This behavior occurs because AI models, which are trained on a vast amount of text data, learn to generate text fluently without necessarily valuing factual correctness. Additionally, LLMs sometimes have a knowledge cut-off, which limits their information to what they learned up until their most recent training session, without access to real-time updates or post-training events.

To mitigate this, a technique known as retrieval-augmented generation (RAG) can be used to improve the accuracy and reliability of LLMs by grounding them with facts from external sources [5]. Specifically, we utilize OpenAI’s Embeddings API to create text embeddings for CS50 lecture captions, forming a ground-truth external data source. These embeddings are vector representations (i.e. numerical values) that capture semantic meaning for machine learning algorithms, allowing for more effective interpretation and utilization of data.

Our data preparation process involves segmenting English captions from the course’s lectures into short, self-contained 30-second segments. We then create embeddings for these segments using OpenAI’s text-embedding-ada-002 model and store the results in a ChromaDB vector database. Afterwards, we also create embeddings for each incoming student query and perform an embedding search in the vector database to retrieve lecture caption segments ranked by relevance. Finally, to produce an AI-generated response, we provide GPT-4 with the student query and the top-N most relevant lecture caption segments in plain text.

By using RAG, we can reduce the chances of “hallucination” when GPT-4 responds to lecture-specific questions, without needing to fine-tune or retrain an LLM (which is often time-consuming and computationally expensive).

4.4 Prevention of Prompt-Injection Attacks
A prompt injection attack occurs when a malicious user feeds misleading prompts into an LLM model to manipulate its behavior, such as tricking GPT-4 into providing full-blown homework solutions.

To prevent such attacks, we have implemented a “guard” feature in CS50.ai that checks every student request for atypical non-alphanumeric patterns, which could indicate a potential attack. If the guard is triggered, CS50.ai consults GPT-4 through an independent API call to determine whether the student request is regular input or a prompt injection attack. If an attack is confirmed, the system immediately aborts the current user session, protecting itself from misuse.

4.5 Ed Integration via HTTP Requests
CS50.ai is designed to proxy and augment HTTP requests, thereby allowing potential integration with third-party online platforms. For example, on Ed, interactions typically occur within threads (topics or questions posted by students) and comments (replies to these threads). The CS50 Duck on Ed sends a request to a CS50.ai API endpoint with thread-related data to generate a response.

By leveraging the flexibility of CS50.ai with processing HTTP requests, we expanded the CS50 Duck’s reach and impact across different online platforms, providing students with high-quality educational support regardless of where they engage with the course.

4.6 Usage Throttling
CS50.ai implements a throttling mechanism via visually displayed hearts, where each student starts with 10 hearts and regains one heart every three minutes. Each interaction with the CS50 Duck consumes a heart, preventing spam-like behavior. This helps reduce the cost of running CS50.ai, given that we are charged for each GPT-4 request that we send.

Usage throttling also holds valuable pedagogical implications for students. First, it promotes thoughtful interaction with the CS50 Duck by encouraging students to carefully consider their questions. The underlying goal is to foster independent problem-solving skills and the ability to formulate precise questions, which is essential in learning itself. Second, usage throttling encourages reflective breaks, nudging students to step back and revisit complex problems with a refreshed and renewed perspective.

5 RESULTS

5.1 Feedback from Students
During Summer 2023, approximately 70 students enrolled in CS50 were asked to provide feedback on our AI tools via a non-anonymous survey at the end of the course, and the responses were almost entirely positive. Students praised our AI tools for their helpfulness, effectiveness, and reliability in guiding them through challenging problems:

- “absolutely unreal. felt like having a personal tutor... i love how AI bots will answer questions without ego and without
In the subsequent Fall 2023 semester, we conducted two more non-anonymous surveys of approximately 500 on-campus students – one mid-semester and the other at the end – to gauge students’ feedback and reactions toward our AI tools. Mid-semester, students reported varied but significant usage:

1. 17% used the tools more than ten times a week, while 32% used them 5–10 times a week. Additionally, 26% used them 2–5 times weekly, and 25% used them less than twice per week.

2. Regarding perceived helpfulness, the majority of students found the course’s AI tools beneficial. Specifically, 47% reported them to be “very helpful,” 26% “helpful,” 21% “somewhat helpful,” and 6% “not helpful.”

3. When assessing the effectiveness of these tools in enhancing learning, students’ responses were also favorable. 35% reported them to be “very effective,” 35% “effective,” 25% “somewhat effective,” and 5% “not effective.”

4. Even though students were advised to “think critically” and not assume that AI-generated messages are always correct, about 23% felt “very confident” in our AI tools’ response accuracy, 46% “generally confident,” 27% “somewhat confident,” and 4% “not confident.”

As for the survey at the end of the semester, 73% of students have responded as of this writing:

1. 50% of students reported using our AI tools “frequently,” while 28% indicated that they used them “constantly,” suggesting a high level of reliance on these tools. Meanwhile, 19% of students used them “infrequently,” and just 3% never used them.

2. Our AI tools were well-perceived as beneficial, with 33% finding them “always helpful,” 55% of students finding them “frequently helpful.” However, 11% found them “infrequently helpful,” and 1% found them “never helpful.”

3. Overall satisfaction with our AI tools was high: 53% of students “loved” them, and 33% “liked” them. On the other hand, 13% of students were neutral, and only 1% “disliked” them.

Anecdotally, we also found that many students would anthropomorphize the CS50 Duck, viewing it as a friendly face. We believe this effect contributed to the success of our AI tools, as students felt comfortable chatting with a lovable duck, instead of a faceless robot. As one student declared, “Love love loved the duck. We’re friends now.”

However, there have been a few instances where our AI tools misunderstood questions and provided incorrect advice. Occasional inaccuracies alone would be permissible – human teachers are surely susceptible to error themselves — but AI tends to exhibit a tone of complete and authoritative confidence even when wrong, while humans might qualify the certainty of their answers. Similar to inherent limitations with other AI chatbots, CS50.ai occasionally exhibits misguided confidence when “hallucinating” incorrect information, but recent work suggests that LLMs could soon be trained to express uncertainty when appropriate [6].

Some students also suggested reducing the usage throttling, since they preferred to chat with the CS50 Duck without any restrictions. Given that throttling is in place for both cost and pedagogical purposes, we do not plan on eliminating usage throttling in the near future, but we will continue to adjust this mechanism as costs and usage fluctuate.

5.2 Response Accuracy
To evaluate the performance of the CS50 Duck on Ed during Summer 2023, we asked a senior course staff member – who was separate from the development team — to review responses generated by CS50.ai. The CS50 Duck posted a total of 64 answers on Ed for our summer course, out of which 25 were related to curricular matters, while the remaining 39 were related to administrative matters. From this, we determined that:

• 22 out of 25 (88%) curricular answers were correct.

• 30 out of 39 (77%) administrative answers were correct.

The slight decrease in accuracy regarding administrative matters was expected, given that the underlying GPT-4 model was trained on data with a time cutoff. The syllabus for CS50 has evolved over time, causing GPT-4 to be out-of-sync with the course’s latest changes. As for the 88% curricular accuracy rate, we found this to be a notable improvement over GPT’s baseline performance with coding questions. Recent work indicates that ChatGPT is correct only 48% of the time when addressing software engineering topics [4].

With the Fall 2023 semester having just concluded as of this writing, we only just began to evaluate the CS50 Duck’s most recent performance on Ed. Of the CS50 Duck’s 180 answers in Fall 2023, only 70 were “endorsed” by human staff, which would seem to suggest an accuracy of only 39% (a notable decrease from Summer 2023). However, we suspect that this calculation understates the CS50 Duck’s actual accuracy, as student usage of Ed has decreased significantly. In Fall 2022, students asked an average of 0.89 questions each via Ed; in Summer 2023, students asked an average of 1.1 questions each via Ed; yet in Fall 2023, students only asked on average of 0.28 questions each via Ed. (These numbers are averaged over on-campus and off-campus students alike.)

Since CS50.ai was fully deployed by Fall 2023, we suspect that many students transitioned to synchronous (i.e. more conversational) interactions with the CS50 Duck via VS Code and the standalone CS50.ai website, instead of Ed. We also wonder if students tended to escalate more complex questions to Ed, during situations where they already tried asking the CS50 Duck elsewhere for help but didn’t receive a satisfactory response, thus needing to ask on
Additionally, the average daily prompts created per user has in-
man subjectivity and the significant time commitment required of
efficient coding, this process poses challenges due to inherent hu-
critical for understanding students’ proficiency with organized, and
is not evaluated at all due to the online course’s sheer scale.) While
relies on manual grading by human staff. (In CS50’s MOOC, design
students’ work involves assessing code design, which currently
lished style guidelines. However, a significant aspect of evaluating
assesses the code’s adherence to estab-
Check50 verifies if the code meets the specified task
requirements, while Style50 assesses the code’s adherence to estab-
ished style guidelines. However, a significant aspect of evaluating
students’ work involves assessing code design, which currently
relies on manual grading by human staff. (In CS50’s MOOC, design
is not evaluated at all due to the online course’s sheer scale.) While
critical for understanding students’ proficiency with organized, and
efficient coding, this process poses challenges due to inherent hu-
man subjectivity and the significant time commitment required of
human staff.

To streamline this process and ensure more consistency, we hope
to develop Design50, an AI tool that automates design grading. This
tool would provide uniform feedback across submissions, reducing
the grading workload for human staff; prior work by others has
already demonstrated this [1]. The idea is to train Design50 on
assignments previously graded by humans, enabling it to automatic-
cally learn and apply those same standards. Human staff would then
only need to review and confirm the tool’s assessments, making
the grading process faster and more standardized.

6.2 Extending to Other Courses
Following the successful integration of CS50.ai into our summer
course, we expanded its deployment to 10 other CS50-related MOOCs,
which cover a wide range of topics: game design, SQL, and cyberse-
curity are just a few examples. Even though these online courses are
available year-round to tens of thousands of students worldwide,
CS50.ai has enabled us to provide 24/7 support.

To accomplish this, we built a modular configuration system that
automatically updates CS50.ai’s RAG knowledge base and prompt
library, allowing us to tailor our AI tools to a new curriculum and
pedagogical approach specific to each course. In the future, we hope
to leverage this system to further expand CS50.ai’s use in other
courses, within both STEM and the humanities.

7 CONCLUSION
After a summer’s worth of practical application and a full fall se-
monument stress testing, we have found our suite of AI
tools to be a success for CS50. At the very least, we believe that
our “guardrailed” approach to allowing the use of AI provides a
definite advantage over the alternative of forbidding it altogether.
We hope that providing students with our own AI tools will reduce
the academically dishonest use of other AI tools that are available
online.

Each one of our AI tools is not merely a proof of concept. With
extensive usage statistics and positive student feedback, CS50.ai has
already been deployed to thousands of students around the world,
demonstrating its utility in real-world scenarios. Notwithstanding
improvements that we have yet to make, the integration of AI into
an educational context has shown great promise, particularly in
lifting the accessibility of personalized teaching assistance while
freeing up human staff to handle higher-level pedagogical concerns.

Our long-term vision is to broaden the scope of our AI tools to
other disciplines, allowing the CS50 Duck to interface with peda-
gogy beyond the field of computer science. We hope that CS50’s use
of AI serves as a blueprint for other institutions and courses con-
sidering the potential for generative AI to bolster student learning,
not merely disrupt it. When equipped with the correct guardrails,
AI can revolutionize education for the better.
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